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ABBREVIATIONS 

TABLE 1. Abbreviations in the edition and glossary of the Ormulum. 

> ‘becomes’  num. ord. ordinal 
< ‘derives from’   numeral 
* reconstructed form  obl. oblique case 

acc. accusative case  ODa Old Danish 
adj. adjective  OE Old English 
adv. adverb  OE A Anglian 
AN Anglo-Norman  OE M Mercian 
an anomalous verb  OE N Northumbrian 
aph. aphetic form  OE WS West Saxon 
comp. comparative  OED Oxford English  

conj. conjunction   Dictionary 
coord. coordinator  OFn Old French 
dat. dative case  OFs Old Frisian 
fem. feminine   ON Old Norse 
L Latin  OS Old Saxon 
lOE late Old English  pers. personal 
gen. genitive  poss. possessive 
Gr Greek  prec. preceding entry  

imp. imperative   (in glossary) 
impers. impersonal  pres. present 
indef. indefinite  pret. preterite 
interj. interjection  pron. pronoun 
intr. intransitive  pl. plural 
masc. masculine  prep. preposition 
MDu Middle Dutch  prp. present  
ME Middle English   participle 
MED Middle English   pp past participle 
 Dictionary  q.v. ‘for which, see’ 

MHG Middle High   sb. somebody 
 German  sg. singular 
MLG Middle Low   sth. something 
 German  subj. subjunctive 
n. noun  subord. subordinating 
neg. part. negative particle  sup. superlative 
neut. neuter  tr. transitive 
nom. nominative case  unc. uncertain form 

npr. proper noun  v. verb 
num. numeral  wk. weak 
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EDITORIAL PUNCTUATION 

TABLE 2. Editiorial punctuation in the edition of the Ormulum. 

symbol description function 

| vertical line new column starts 

· bullet line break within word, 

hyphenated in 

manuscript 

⸪ because sign line break within word, 

not hyphenated in 

manuscript 

‘3’ inverted commas extra-linear insertion  

{} brace overwritten letter 
>þ< carons partial erasure and 

correction 
i carets insertion over erasure 

<rh> chevrons editorial addition 

[r] brackets editorial emendation 

<< >> guillemets recovered deletion 

ê diaresis spelling change eo>e  

 

Word separators 

The manuscript also has word separators ' added in black ink, throughout the whole text. These are represented in the edition text 

by spaces. 

Italics 

Orrm used a common form of scribal shorthand to address certain sounds and commonplace words. Of these the most common are 

the Tironian and, &, and the crossed thorn º, representing that. In addition to these, Orrm commonly uses a stroke above a vowel to 

indicate the presence of a nasal letter, especially in grammatical words. This shorthand is particularly evident in the Latin texts, 

where there was a well-developed scribal tradition to draw on. In the present edition, nasal strokes and other shorthand elements are 

rendered as italic letters in completed words. ‘Stacked’ letters are simply unstacked and not italicised. Sections interpolated from 

L793 are also in italics, to emphasise that they are not taken directly from the original. Similarly, incipits and pericopes inserted 

from the Latin table of contents are also rendered in italics at the point of insertion, as are corrections and additions by Hand C. 

Hands 

Most of the text in the manuscript is written by Orrm himself in his own distinctive hand. Another hand, traditionally referred to as 

Hand or Scribe C, wrote the Latin incipits to each homily and made some other corrections and annotations. Scribe C was less 

familiar with Orrm’s unique orthography, and diverges from it frequently. Some of these deviations are corrected in the extant 

manuscript. In addition to these medieval sources, some annotations have been made by modern hands, especially including the 

numbering of the columns. Some of these can be attributed to Jan van Vliet or Franciscus Junius, others are more ambiguous. Each 

such annotation is detailed in the footnotes of the present edition. 
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Orrm’s alphabet was larger than the modern English one, and some of his letters are unique. Therefore, special fonts are used to 

render them. These fonts are available from the Ormulum Project. When writing with the fonts or searching the documents, it is 

necessary to use standard keystrokes. The table divides the vowels graphs into their short and long variants, with example words, 

most typical rendering in IPA and the underlying keystroke which creates them. The more common medieval letters <þ>, <ð> and 

<æ> are available on some keyboards. 

 

Table 3. Vowel graphs in the Ormulum. 

 Graph Example word IPA Keystroke 

short 

 

a amm pres. 1sg ‘am’  [a] a 

e e33e n. ‘fear’ [e], [ə] e 

ê hêffne (from OE 
heofon) 

[ø] > [e] ê 

i,  ( y in some 

loan words)   

hiderr adv. ‘hither’ 

flihht n. ‘flight’  

(from OE flyht) 

[i] i  

o loff n. ‘praise’ [o] o 

u flumm n. ‘river’  [u] u 

     

long 

 

a stan n. ‘stone’  [ɑː], possibly [aː] a 

æ mære n. ‘famous’  [ɛː] æ 

e sen v. ‘to see’  [eː] e 

ê dêr n. animal (from 

OE dēor) 

[øː] > [eː] ê 

i ( y in some 

loan words)  

win n. ‘wine’, 

brid n. ‘bride’ (from 

OE brȳd) 

[iː] i  

o toc pret. 1/3sg. ‘took’  [oː] o 

u tun n. ‘town’ [uː] u 
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Table 4. Consonant graphs in the Ormulum. 

Graphs and 

digraphs 

Example word IPA realisations Keystrokes 

b bede1 n. ‘prayer’ [b] b 

c cnif n. ‘knife’ 

millc n. ‘milk’ 

millce n. ‘mercy’ 

[k], [ts] in e.g millce  c 

ch chele n. ‘chill’ [tʃ] ch 

d dæd adj. ‘dead’ [d] d 

f  

(also <ph>) 

fasst adj. ‘firm’ 

sallfe n. ‘ointment’ 

[f], [v] intervocalically f  

 

g eggenn v. ‘to urge’ [ɡ] g 

9 e99e n. ‘edge’ [dȝ] 9 

6 e6e n. ‘eye’ [ɣ] 6 

3 e33e n. ‘fear’ [j] 3 

3h 3ho pron. ‘she’ 

(from OE hēo.) 

probably [ç], possibly  

[ɦ, j̊] 

3h 

h ploh n. ‘plough’ 

hæte n. ‘heat’ 

cnihht n. ‘soldier’ 

[x], [h] initially, [ç] 

following a front vowel 

h 

k kirrke n. ‘church’ [k] k 

l lamb n. ‘lamb’ [l] l 

m mete n. ‘food’ [m] m 

n nedle n. ‘needle’ 

3ung adj. ‘young’ 

[n], [ŋ] before a velar 

stop 

n 

p passke n. ‘Easter’ [p] p 

qu (rare, usually 

cw) 

quaþþrigan, n. 

‘quadriga’ 

[cw] qu  

r rap n. ‘rope’ [r] r 

s sallt n. ‘salt’ bosemm 

n. ‘bosom’ 

[s],  [z] intervocalically s 

sh sharrp adj. ‘sharp’ [ʃ] sh 

t tid n. ‘time’ [t] t 

Þ, ð 

(also th) 

þirrst n. ‘thirst’ 

aþell adj. ‘noble’ 

[θ], [ð] intervocalically þ, ð 

 

w (ƿ) wif n. ‘woman’ [w] w  

x sextene num. ‘sixteen’ [ks] x 

z zacarías, npr. 

‘Zechariah’ 

nazarenuss adj. 

[z],  possibly [s] initially, 

also [ts] in be33sannz 

(see gloss) 

z 
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‘Nazarene’ 
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